Abstract-Recently, video-on-demand (VoD) streaming services like Netflix and Hulu have gained a lot of popularity. This has led to a strong increase in bandwidth capacity requirements in the network. To reduce this network load, the design of appropriate caching strategies is of utmost importance. Based on the fact that, typically, a video stream is temporally segmented into smaller chunks that can be accessed and decoded independently, cache replacement strategies have been developed that take advantage of this temporal structure in the video. In this paper, two caching strategies are proposed that additionally take advantage of the phenomenon of binge watching, where users stream multiple consecutive episodes of the same series, reported by recent user behavior studies to become the everyday behavior. Taking into account this information allows us to predict future segment requests, even before the video playout has started. Two strategies are proposed, both with a different level of coordination between the caches in the network. Using a VoD request trace based on binge watching user characteristics, the presented algorithms have been thoroughly evaluated in multiple network topologies with different characteristics, showing their general applicability. It was shown that in a realistic scenario, the proposed election-based caching strategy can outperform the state-of-the-art by 20% in terms of cache hit ratio while using 4% less network bandwidth.
the traffic is proportional to the number of users. This leads to a major increase in capacity requirements for on-demand video delivery on the backbone. By deploying intermediary caches, closer to the end-users, popular content can be served faster and without increasing backbone traffic. Since video interests are shared between users and their viewing interests overlap in time, deploying these caches can substantially reduce the required capacity by taking advantage of these overlapping sessions. Caching networks (e.g., Content Delivery Networks (CDNs)) were traditionally used to deliver web content in a scalable way and reduce latency by temporally storing part of the content in a network of caches close to the end-users. However, the use of caching in a streaming environment differs from the traditional web-based caching, since the objects are typically much larger and are to be consumed directly after they have been requested. Therefore, video delivered over caching networks is typically temporally segmented into smaller chunks that can be accessed and decoded independently.
Designing an appropriate replacement strategy for such caching networks is of utmost importance to achieve high caching efficiency and reduce the network load. Most caching algorithms are based on observations and take into account the recency or frequency of requests to calculate the rank of each of the cached objects. When caching temporally segmented video, as is the case in HTTP-based streaming systems, the caching algorithm can also take into account the temporal structure of the video. That is, when the streaming application requests the n-th segment at a specific point in time, the caching strategy can take advantage of the knowledge that with high likelihood the (n+1)-th and subsequent segments will be consumed shortly after this segment. Therefore, when multiple streaming sessions request the same segmented content, the caching strategy can take advantage of this knowledge to keep the segments in cache that are to be consumed in the near future.
Caching strategies can be further improved by taking into account additional information, such as content popularity and regional differences. The optimal caching algorithm for an isolated cache (known as Belady's MIN [1] ) takes advantage of the knowledge on future requests to discard the objects for which the next request occurs the furthest in the future. In a real system, this information on future requests is not directly available. However, studies 1 on user behavior for over the top (OTT) streaming services report that respectively 88% and 70% of the Netflix and Hulu Plus users stream three or more consecutive episodes of the same TV show (referred to as binge watching). Furthermore, binge watching is reported to become the everyday behavior with users streaming on average 2.32 episodes per sitting, resulting in about 57% of the streaming sessions that could be announced in advance [2] . Taking into account these announcements allows us to predict future segment requests and thus approximating the theoretical optimal caching strategy. Furthermore, Service Providers (SPs) could give incentives (e.g., discounts, higher resolution video (4K)) to users when they announce their streaming sessions in advance.
In this paper, a novel caching strategy is proposed that takes advantage of the inferred knowledge of future segment requests when streaming segmented video and additionally exploits the added knowledge when streaming clients announce the videos that will be streamed in the near future. Using this additional information, we are able to estimate the future reuse times of the segmented content. This allows us to increase the caching efficiency compared to using only reuse time predictions based on the structure of the segmented video. Two caching strategies are proposed, each applying a different type of cooperation inside the caching network. The first approach, based on the strategy presented in our previous work [3] , applies a simple threshold-based cascading strategy to provide a basic level of coordination. The second proposal elaborates on this approach by adding a more advanced election-based coordination strategy. Furthermore, compared to our previous work, experiments have been performed using different network topologies and request traces, based on recent analysis of user behavior in a Video-on-Demand (VoD) scenario.
The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we propose a novel election-based caching strategy that outperforms the current state-of-the-art strategies by including knowledge on segmented video streaming and announced future video requests. Second, we use user behavior models to emulate video interruptions and evaluate their impact on the proposed and state-of-the-art caching strategies. Finally, the proposed strategy is thoroughly evaluated in a distributed caching scenario on multiple topologies.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Cache Replacement Strategies
Web caching was introduced as a way to save traffic and minimize the perceived delay on the Internet by storing data closer to the end-user. Many cache replacement algorithms have been proposed in the past and stem from replacement strategies for both web proxy caching and CPU caching. Least Recently Used (LRU) is based on the recency of the cached objects and discards the least recently used items first. This type of caching algorithms is known to attach too much importance to unpopular objects, awarding them the highest rank upon a single request. Least Frequently Used (LFU) determines the number of requests for an object over a period of time and discards the least frequently used objects first. This type of caching algorithms is known to attach as much importance to ancient as to recent history. To account for this, dynamic aging factors are introduced to improve the performance in LFU Dynamic Aging (LFU-DA). Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC) balances between LRU and LFU by using more complex algorithms to determine the rank [4] .
The aforementioned replacement strategies are widely used in web caches. Caching for video streaming differs from caching web content in a number of ways. First, video objects are typically much larger than traditional web objects. Second, there is a difference in popularity evolution for streaming videos compared to web content. Furthermore, in contrast to web objects, having only the beginning of a video allows a video application to already start playout while the download continues [5] . This has led to the adoption of segment-based caching of multimedia streams. These segments can have variable size, e.g., smaller segments at the start of the video to decrease start-up delays. Wu et al. define three segmentation approaches for proxy caching: fixed length segments, pyramid with exponentially increasing segment sizes and skyscraper where sizes increase slower compared to the pyramid scheme by repeating each layer n times [6] , [7] . The authors conclude that segmentation approaches are particularly effective when the cache size is limited, media popularity changes over time, requests are spread over a large number of media objects and when the media file size and library is large.
Chen et al. propose a streaming proxy system called Hyper Proxy, which uses active prefetching for in-time delivery of uncached segments to address the proxy jitter problem [8] . This work was extended by adding segmentation strategies based on object popularity and by using predictions of future segment requests to preload uncached segments [9] . In previous work, a proactive cache management system for multi-tenant CDNS was proposed that optimizes content placement and server selection based on content popularity and geographical distribution of requests [10] . In this paper we focus on reactive caching approaches leveraging video structure and request announcements rather than proactively placing content into network caches. Other approaches use a two-tier cache that distinguishes between to-be-played and possibly played segments, partitioning the cache in two layers that are dynamically scaled [11] . The approach of dynamic cache partitioning has also been applied by Wauters et al., where caching decisions in a time-shifted television service are based on content popularity metrics [12] . Popularity-based caching approaches have also been proposed by De Vleeschauwer et al. [13] .
Marinca et al. use an analysis of the clients' request over passed time intervals to predict the content that will be requested in the near future [14] . By using a history window of the past 24 hours allows reducing the traffic with about 30%. Others evaluate the impact of dynamic sizing between prefix and suffix caching for segmented video [15] . Hong et al. propose a ranking scheme that follows the dynamicity of the video library [16] . The rank is based on the linearity of the video that if a chunk is requested, the next chunk will be requested with high probability in the near future. To this end each segment is assigned a value based on the number of viewers who are watching the video and will probably request the segment in the future. This value reflects the number of hits that this particular segment will receive in the future. Based on this value a rank is calculated that evicts the segments with the least chance of being reused in the future. In this paper, we additionally take into account the timing information of future requests by considering video request announcements to further increase the cache performance.
The MIN cache replacement algorithm proposed by Belady et al. is an offline eviction strategy that has been proven to be optimal [1] . It requires advanced knowledge of the requested content, and based on this information, chooses to evict the item in the cache whose next request occurs furthest in the future. Van Roy et al. propose a proof of optimality for the MIN cache replacement algorithm based on a dynamic programming argument [17] . Wu et al. make use of the natural linear time structure of segmented video to propose a caching algorithm based on the exact reuse time [18] . This reuse time indicates when a cached segment will be reused and allows the eviction strategy to determine the segment request that will occur the furthest in the future. The authors do not take into account the delivery times between the different nodes in the network, only a single cache is assumed and the sessions are never interrupted. Our proposed approach not only uses the temporal structure of segmented video but also includes information of announced sessions. Furthermore, we also use interruption models to simulate user churn and use a hierarchy of caches where the delivery times between the different nodes are taken into account.
Recently, protocols have been proposed that support the announcement of deadlines, applied in this work. Shared Content Addressing Protocol (SCAP) is a transport protocol aimed at optimizing the delivery process that allows in-network intermediary elements to participate in delivering the content [19] . Furthermore it offers support for intermediary caches, multicast-like delivery of shared content requests and announcing deadlines for the delivery of the content. Similar features are also provided by Information-Centric Networking (ICN) architectures [20] . These architectures allow content to be duplicated everywhere in the network, enabling in-network caching at a fine granularity [21] .
B. Cache Coordination Strategies
In traditional hierarchical web caching systems there is no cooperation between the different nodes which deploy a replacement algorithm locally (e.g., LRU). Unsatisfied requests are forwarded up the hierarchy, resulting in copies of the requested objects being placed in every cache along the return path to the requester. This data replication leads to a poor utilization of the global cache storage capacity. Che et al. propose a cooperative hierarchical caching strategy where caching an object in a certain node is based on the access frequency for the document at this level [22] , [23] . Furthermore, a document that is replaced at a certain level is further cached at the upper level cache, if not already. This ensures both that popular items reside closer to the end user, while avoiding that documents with decreasing popularity are completely removed from the cache hierarchy.
Tang et al. investigated cache management strategies for en-route web caching and proposed a caching scheme that integrates both object placement and replacement policies [24] . In the proposed scheme, the cache status information along the routing path of a request is used to dynamically determine where to cache the object and which objects to replace.
Jiang et al. extend upon this work and argue that previous solutions only solved restricted partial problems. The authors propose a dynamic programming approach which computes the global optimal solution with and without prefetching [25] . Previous work on hierarchical and en-route caching focused on web caching, which is substantially different compared to the caching of multimedia objects. In more recent work, Poularakis et al. focus on the delivery of VoD content in hierarchical cache topologies such as Internet Protocol television (IPTV) networks tend to have [26] . A heuristic approach is taken in which items are iteratively replaced by other items at the caching nodes if this yields a reduction in access cost, which is impacted by both latency and bandwidth consumption. The authors assume unit size objects which allows them to calculate an optimal solution to the content placement problem in polynomial time.
Also in CDN research, cooperative caching has been a subject of interest over the past years. Ni et al. propose a hierarchical overlay architecture for CDNs where different servers cooperate through intracluster and intercluster cooperative caching schemes [27] . For intracluster cooperation a portion of each cache is assigned to cooperate in a hashing based system, while for intercluster cooperation a query-based scheme is proposed where each cluster representative queries its neighboring clusters for missing content. The time-shifted and VoD nature of new and emerging video services defies the broadcast paradigm of the underlying conventional TV networks. To cope with the increased bandwidth demands these services incur, Borst et al. formulate the content placement problem as a linear program in order to benchmark the globally optimal performance [28] . A lightweight cooperative content placement algorithm is proposed in which each nodes modifies its local content store to achieve the maximum gain in global utility. Zhang et al. performed a survey on cooperative caching in CDNs and conclude that increased cooperation between caches is required to decrease the bandwidth requirements and caching redundancy [29] . This is also confirmed by Li et al. who propose a genetic algorithm implemented on the MapReduce framework for the placement of video chunks [30] . The authors achieve similar hit ratios as with LRU, but are able to reduce the workload on the congested links.
In ICN, one of the simplest non-cooperative caching strategies is called Leave Copy Everywhere (LCE), which copies the object at each node along the downloading path. In a recent survey, different strategies for both explicit and implicit cache coordination are discussed [31] . Li et al. propose a cooperative caching strategy which aims at decreasing the cross-domain traffic for on-demand video streaming. They propose a hashingbased neighborhood caching strategy in which each node only stores chunks of which the hash of the id matches their assigned range [32] . Another proposed approach is to use age-based caching algorithms where replicas closer to the edge and with higher popularity are assigned with a higher age [33] . The routers adjust the contents age field as it travels along the path. The paper claims that it is straightforward to use the scheme for chunk-level caching, however no measures are proposed to take advantage of the temporal structure of these chunks. Sourlas et al. propose to put distributed autonomic managers in the cache-enabled nodes which decide on the information items to cache. The authors propose different levels of autonomicity, each with a different degree of communication overhead [34] . Li et al. propose an optimal strategy for provisioning storage capacity which optimizes the overall network performance and cost [35] . A routing-aware content placement algorithm is proposes which runs on a centralized server and assigns content to store to each Content-Centric Networking (CCN) router. There exists a trade-off between the content coordination cost (provisioning storage) and network routing performance in CCN. In non-coordinated caching, less distinct contents are stored and reduce the efficiency of the caching "cloud".
III. CLIENT MESSAGING BEHAVIOR
In the approaches that will be presented in the next section, the caching nodes keep track of the start times of video streaming sessions. To this end, the caches rely on messaging from the video clients. The clients can send information in the form of three types of messages: (i) session announcements, (ii) session initiation notifications and (iii) session finishing/canceling notifications. In this section, the messaging behavior of the video client is described. The client sends each message to the first cache on the path to the content server. How the messaging is handled inside the network depends on the caching algorithm and will be described in Section IV. To enhance the clarity of the remainder of this work, it should be emphasized that a streaming session is referred to as consuming a single video while a sitting consists of multiple consecutive streaming sessions of the same user.
A. Session Announcements
As described earlier, users often watch multiple consecutive episodes of the same series in a single sitting. This phenomenon is often referred to as binge watching. Therefore, when a user watches an episode of a specific series, there is a significant probability that the user will watch the next episode of the same series once the current episode finishes. The client can use this information to generate a session announcement. When the client starts streaming episode i of a specific series at time t i , the predicted start time of episode i + 1 can be calculated as t i+1 = t i + d i , where d i denotes the duration of episode i. The announcement for episode i + 1 contains the video ID of the next episode and its estimated start time t i+1 . This announcement message can be sent into the caching network anywhere between time t i and t i+1 , based on the relative announcement delay parameter β ∈ [0; 1]. Concretely, the announcement will be send at time a i+1 = t i + β × d i . It is important to note that no prior announcements are made for the first episode of a sitting. Furthermore, for episodic content, this strategy introduces exactly one false announcement per sitting (i.e., the announcement made for the episode after the current one when the current one is abandoned). For movies, no announcements are made.
B. Session Initiations
When the playout of a video is initiated, the client informs the caching network about the video that is started and the actual start time of the streaming session. It is important to note that this messaging could also be performed implicitly by interpreting the first segment request of a specific video. For clarity reasons however, explicit messaging of session initiation is assumed in the remainder of this work.
C. Session Expiration
At the end of a sitting, the video client informs the caching network that the current video playout is finished. When an announcement was made earlier for the next episode of a series being watched, this announcement can optionally be canceled. The message used to finish a sitting or to cancel an announcement contains the ID of the finished or canceled video and the (announced) start time of the video.
IV. SESSION-AWARE CACHE REPLACEMENT
The knowledge about start times of video streaming sessions can be used by the caching algorithms to infer the future request times of individual video segments. Based on this information, replacement decisions can be made. In this work, two different caching strategies are proposed. First, Section IV-A describes an announcement-based caching strategy with a basic form of communication in the caching network, as proposed in our previous work [3] . Next, additional coordination between the caches is added in the form of an election strategy, as will be described in Section IV-B. For both caching strategies, the message handling process and the segment replacement strategy will be discussed.
The goal of both coordination strategies is to find a node in the caching network that will take the responsibility of caching the video for each streaming session. In the remainder of this paper, a node taking responsibility of caching a specific video will be denoted as that node accepting the streaming session.
A. Threshold-Based Caching Strategy
As described in Section III, streaming session can either be announced prior to playout or be advertised at the moment the session starts. In the threshold-based caching strategy, sessions that were announced in advance play a different role in the replacement strategy than sessions that were only advertised at their start. Therefore, each caching node keeps track of two sets of streaming sessions. The set of announced sessions Ann will be maintained in such a way that it contains all announced sessions that were accepted by the local caching node. These sessions can either be active sessions or future sessions. Similarly, the set of perceived sessions Per will at any time contain all active streaming sessions that the cache is aware of. These sessions can either have been announced but not accepted locally or not have been announced at all. For Per, no future sessions are considered. For each session in Ann and Per, the streamed video v and its start time t v is recorded.
1) Message Handling:
To keep track of the session information, a basic form of communication exists between the different caches in the network. This communication is implemented as a threshold-based cascading strategy. a) Session announcements: When a caching node receives a session announcement message, it decides autonomously whether to accept the session locally or to cascade it to the next hop on the path to the content server. A node will only decide to accept the announced session, and add it to the set of accepted announced sessions Ann, if it estimates to be able to serve at least a relative part α of the video from its local cache. This estimation is based on the number of segments of the considered video that are already present in the cache, combined with the segments that are estimated to arrive before the new session starts, based on known earlier sessions for the same video. The value of α serves as a session acceptance threshold and provides a basic form of coordination between the caches. If the node is not able to meet the threshold α, it does not accept the session and cascades the announcement to the next hop. This cascading process continues until either the announcement is accepted or the last hop on the path to the server is reached. An illustration of this process is given in Figure 1 . A client sends a session announcement for video v to the edge node E2. As the number of cached segments for video v is below the session acceptance threshold α, E2 cascades the announcement to the next hop C2 where it is accepted and the cascading process is terminated.
b) Session initiations: Upon arrival of a session initiation message for video v, the cache checks if it already has an accepted announced session for that video with the current time as start time (i.e., if Ann already contains a start time t for video v). If this is not the case, the session information is added to the set of perceived sessions Per. In this way, Ann and Per are fully distinct. However, it is important to note that even though Ann and Per are fully distinct, both sets can contain different start times t v for the same video v. Furthermore, a single set can contain multiple start times for the same video. Next, the session initiation message is sent to the next hop on the path to the server until the last hop is reached. c) Session expiration: When a streaming session ends, the session information can be removed from the caching nodes. When a cache receives a session expiration message for an announced start time t of video v, it removes the session from the set of accepted announced sessions Ann. If the session was not accepted locally, the expiration message is cascaded to the next hop. Otherwise, the cascading process is finished. are said to be equal to infinity for every segment v x of that video.
When a segment v x of video v arrives at a node, the node has to decide whether or not to add it to its local cache C, if it is not already cached. If the remaining available caching capacity is insufficient to store the new segment v x , another segment can be selected for removal. This procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1. First, the earliest announced and perceived reuse times e A v x and e P v x of the newly arrived segment are calculated as described above (line 1). Next, a segment s ∈ C ∪ {v x } is selected as a candidate for eviction. This segment s is selected as the segment with the maximal earliest announced reuse time:
(lines [4] [5] [6] . It is important to keep in mind at this point that when there are no accepted sessions for the video v of a segment v i , the earliest announced reuse time e A v i is equal to infinity. In this way, when there are cached segments for which no session was accepted locally, these are always preferred for eviction. When multiple segments with the same maximal earliest announced reuse time exist, the segment with the maximal earliest perceived reuse time is selected:
(lines 7-9). The LRU order is used as a final tiebreaker (lines 10-13). When the evicted segment s is a cached segment (s ∈ C), it is removed from the cache and replaced by the new segment v x (lines [18] [19] [20] .
The rationale behind this approach is to keep the segments in the cache that will be needed in the nearest future. However, accepted announced sessions are always prioritized, even if another segment has an earlier perceived reuse time. This is done to ensure that the cache will not violate the intent expressed when accepting the sessions and ending the cascading chain. It is important to note that when no sessions are announced, the algorithm behaves as a purely reuse time-based Remove s from C 20:
Add v x to C 21: end if replacement strategy without coordination between the caches, comparable to the approach proposed by Wu et al. [18] , only taking into account the temporal structure of videos in the form of earliest perceived reuse times.
B. Election-Based Caching Strategy
To further increase the performance of the caching approach, the influence of the level of additional coordination between the different caches is investigated. The goal of this electionbased caching approach is to select the optimal location to cache a specific video and avoid unnecessary duplicates on the shared network path. In this caching strategy, each caching node keeps track of both a set of known sessions K no and a set of accepted sessions Acc. In contrast to the threshold-based caching strategy, K no will contain both active sessions and announced future sessions and Acc will contain accepted sessions for both sessions that were announced and that were only reported at the start.
1) Message Handling: To achieve coordination in the caching network, an election-based strategy has been applied. a) Session announcements: When the video client sends a session announcement message to the first cache, an election process is initiated between all caches along the path to the server. When a caching node receives the announcement, the session is added to the set of known sessions K no. Next, the cache calculates the estimated increase in number of cache hits that would be achieved when the announced video would be cached locally. This calculation takes into account the segments that are already present in the cache and the sessions that are known up to know. To clarify this calculation, assume there is an announcement at time t for streaming video v, consisting of 100 segments of 1 second, with start time t x > t. After adding this session to the set of known sessions, K no contains 3 sessions for video v, with start times t x (the newly announced session), t y = t − 30 (a streaming session that has already started) and t z > t (a future session that was announced earlier). At the moment, suppose that 10 segments of video v are present in the cache. Given the session information, one can estimate that 270 segment requests for v will arrive in the future: as t x > t and t z > t, two sessions still have to start while 30 segments have already been streamed in the session with start time t y . As the cache only contains 10 out of 100 segments at the moment, 90 segments will still have to be cached, resulting in 90 cache misses. In total, we can estimate 180 future cache hits when video v would be cached.
Similarly, when there is not sufficient available capacity to store the entire video, the minimum amount of lost cache hits due to the removal of cached content is calculated. By subtracting this hit loss from the estimated additional future hits, the expected local gain can be calculated. Next, this potential local gain is passed to the next hop on the path to the server, where the same process is performed. When the last hop on the path is reached, the node with the highest potential gain is selected as the winner of the election process. When none of the caches has a positive potential gain, the election has no winner. The result of the election is cascaded back along the reverse path. When the result arrives at the winner, the announced session is added to the set of accepted sessions Acc. When segments of a video v for which the node had accepted a session have to be removed from the cache to be able to accommodate for the newly announced session, all sessions for v are removed from Acc. In this way, the caching capacity is guaranteed to be always sufficient to store all segments of the videos for which sessions are accepted in Acc. An illustration of the election process is given in Figure 2 . A client sends a session announcement for video v to the edge node E2. The potential gain δ is calculated locally and forwarded to the next hop C2. There, the potential gain is calculated and forwarded to the last hop C3 as the gain is higher that the previous maximal gain ( > δ). At node C3, the potential local gain is calculated as ζ , which is lower that the previous gain . As C2 has the highest potential gain, C2 is selected as the winner of the election and the result is cascaded back to the first node E2. b) Session initiations: Upon arrival of a session initiation message for video v, the caches behave similarly as for session announcements. In this case, an election is started for an implicit announcement for video v with start time t being the current time. The details of the election process are described above.
c) Session expiration: When a streaming session ends, the session information can be removed from the caching nodes. When a cache receives a session expiration message for a streaming session of video v with start time t, the session information is removed from both the set of known sessions K no and the set of accepted sessions Acc.
2) Replacement Strategy: For the segment replacement strategy, a reuse time-based algorithm is applied, similar to the one presented earlier for the threshold-based strategy. However, as reuse times are calculated based on all known sessions, no distinction is made between announced or perceived reuse times The cache replacement procedure is outlined in Algorithm 2. First, the earliest reuse time e v x is calculated as described above (line 1). Next, a segment s ∈ C ∪ {v x } is selected as a candidate for eviction. However, segments are only considered for eviction if they do not belong to a video for which a session was accepted (line 4). The segment s is selected as the segment with the maximal earliest reuse time: s = arg max v i ∈C∪{v x } e v i (lines 5-7). When multiple such segments exist, the LRU order is used as a tiebreaker (lines [8] [9] [10] [11] . When the evicted segment s is a cached segment (s ∈ C), it is removed from the cache and replaced by the new segment v x (lines [16] [17] [18] .
The rationale behind this approach is again to keep the segments in the cache that will be needed in the nearest future. However, by not considering segments for removal when a session for that video was accepted, we ensure that the cache will always keep the segments that it intended to store when the session was accepted. In contrast to the threshold-based caching strategy, the election-based strategy provides coordination between the caches, even when no sessions are announced.
V. SCENARIO DESCRIPTION
To evaluate the proposed approaches, a VoD request trace has been constructed based both on a request trace of the VoD service of a leading European telecom operator and on statistics provided by Conviva 2 . In October 2015, Conviva opened access to viewer experience data, based on the analysis of 4 billion video streams per month spread across 180 countries 3 Remove s from C 18:
Add v x to C 19: end if dataset contains statistics about the last year, ranging from Q4 2014 to Q3 2015. Section V-A describes the main characteristics of the constructed request trace, while the applied session duration model, simulating the session interruption behavior, is described in Section V-B. Finally, the considered network topologies are described in Section V-C.
A. VoD Trace Characteristics
1) Content Type:
A wide variety of streaming services is monitored by Conviva, with video content consisting of 4 categories: live videos, short videos (≤ 15 minutes), episodic content and movies. As this paper focuses on a VoD scenario, only episodic content and movies are considered. In the remainder of this paper, we will use the terms episodic content and series interchangeably. According to the Conviva dataset, over the last year, 82.28% of the monitored streaming sessions was for episodic content while 17.72% was for movies.
However, while the Conviva dataset contains information about the streaming sessions, it has no statistics about the content catalog. To identify a realistic ratio between series and movies in a VoD content catalog, the Netflix catalog in the USA has been analyzed 4 . At the moment of the analysis, the USA Netflix catalog contained about 7720 movies and 2920 seasons of series.
2) Content Characteristics: According to the Conviva dataset, the average bitrate amounts to 2.53Mbps and 1.92Mbps for movies and episodic content respectively. As no information about the catalog is available, the average video duration and the number of episodes per series season were set based on natural values. The duration of a movie was set to be between 60min and 150min while an average series episode has a duration of 20min to 50min. All videos are considered to have a Fig. 3 . Distribution of the duration of binge watching sessions as reported by Conviva [2] . segment duration of 1s. Each season of a series consists of 10 to 30 episodes and the popularity of a series is uniformly distributed across the episodes.
3) Binge Watching Behavior: In August 2015, Conviva released the results of a survey on binge watching [2] . Figure 3 shows the distribution of binge watching durations as published in this report. It can be seen that on average, 2.32 consecutive episodes of a series are watched in a single sitting. The binge watching session can start with any episode of the series.
4) Global Content Popularity:
Given the long-tailed nature of content popularity, the global popularity distribution is commonly represented by the Zipf law [36] . When the content catalog consists of N videos and the videos are ranked according to decreasing global popularity, the relative number of requests r n for the video with rank n is calculated according to (5) , where μ is the scaling-law coefficient of the Zipf distribution. Based on an analysis of a request trace of the VoD service of a leading European telecom operator, in this work, the value of μ was set to 0.9 for both movies and episodic content.
5) Geographical Distribution of Requests:
While the Zipf law models the global popularity distribution, it does not account for the geographical distribution of requests. In this work, the requests are considered to be distributed geographically according to the model proposed by Tuncer et al. [37] . When the content catalog consists of N videos and requests originate from L locations, the video with rank n is requested from l n locations, as defined in (6) . In this equation, σ is a strictly positive parameter that defines the characteristics of the distribution. Again based on an analysis of a request trace of the VoD service of a leading European telecom operator, the value of σ was identified to be 2.43.
6) Request Pattern:
In order to distribute the video requests over time, we analyzed a request trace of the VoD service of a leading European telecom operator, collected between Saturday February 6, 2010 and Sunday March 7, 2010. Based on this analysis, the weekly request pattern shown in Figure 4 has been extracted. This graph shows the distribution of requests during the week, starting in Monday 00h00min (day 0) up to Sunday 23h59min (day 7), and the average daily trend.
Using the above characteristics, a VoD request trace of 7 days has been generated, consisting of 125,000 requests spread across 12 locations. The main characteristics of the resulting VoD request trace are summarized in Table I . The total content catalog size amounts to about 4.25Tbyte.
B. Session Duration
In contrast to most other related work, we take into account the fact that users do not necessarily stream a video entirely, but may interrupt the session mid-stream. Multiple models have been presented in literature to represent the session duration in video streaming services. Ullah et al. provide a survey of user behavior measurements in several types of video streaming services [38] . According to this survey, the session duration of most VoD services can be modeled using an exponential distribution. To deal with the fixed content length in this work, a normalized exponential distribution was used to model the session duration in our experiments. The cumulative probability p(x) of a session to last at most a relative part x ∈ [0; 1] of the video is calculated as shown in (7), where the value of λ depends on the video type.
For movies, this session duration model is applied to every streaming session. On the contrary, given the binge watching behavior for episodic content, the duration model is only applied to the last episode of a binge watching session. The previous episodes in the session are considered to be watched completely. According to Conviva, the average session duration amounts 52.23% and 68.43% of the total video length for movies and series respectively. Taking into account the binge watching characteristics, only 26.75% of the last episode of a binge watching session is watched on average. This results in the parameter of the normalized exponential duration model set to λ = −0.21 for movies and to λ = 3.34 for series.
C. Network Topology
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in a distributed scenario, two network topologies with different characteristics have been used. In both topologies, a distinction is made between core nodes and edge nodes. All requests are introduced at the edge nodes, while the core nodes interconnect the entire network. Caching capacity is available both at the core nodes and edge nodes. As described in Section V-A, the employed VoD request trace contains 12 cities, which we map onto 12 edge nodes in both topologies.
The first topology represents a three-level tree topology, consisting of 12 edge nodes, 5 core nodes and 1 server node S, hosting all video content. The caching capacity at core nodes C2-C5 is twice as high as the capacity at the edge nodes, while the capacity of the root core node C1 is twice as high as the capacity of the other core nodes. The resulting topology is shown in Figure 5 .
The second topology represents a general network, based on the GÉANT topology 5 , consisting of 12 edge nodes, 10 core nodes and 1 server node S, hosting all video content. The caching capacity at the core nodes is twice as high as the capacity at the edge nodes. The resulting topology is shown in Figure 6 .
In each experiment, the total caching capacity in the network is expressed relative to the total video catalog size. The capacity is spread uniformly across the network, taking into account the capacity ratios described above.
VI. EVALUATION RESULTS
To characterize the performance of the proposed approaches, multiple performance indicators are evaluated:
• Hit ratio: the relative amount of segment requests that could be served from within the Internet Service Provider (ISP) network (in %). 5 GÉANT Project -http://www.geant.net Fig. 6 . Evaluated GÉANT-based topology. Fig. 7 . Impact of the session acceptance threshold α on the hit ratio of the threshold-based caching strategy in the tree topology when all announcements are made without delay.
• Average bandwidth usage: the average bandwidth usage in the entire ISP network (in Mbit/s), introduced by the video streaming sessions.
• Average hop count: the average number of links a segment crosses between its storage location and the requesting client. This metric indicates how close the relevant content is stored to the end-users. In all of the evaluations, the performance of the proposed approaches is compared to both the LRU caching strategy and a purely reuse time-based strategy without session announcements and cache coordination, comparable to the approach proposed by Wu et al. [18] .
A. Influence of the Session Acceptance Threshold α
As described in Section IV-A, the session acceptance threshold α is used in the threshold-based caching approach to decide whether to accept an announced session locally or to cascade it to the next hop. To evaluate the impact of this parameter, the scenario where all announcements are made without delay (i.e., β = 0.0) is considered first. Figure 7 shows the influence of the session acceptance threshold α on the hit ratio of the proposed threshold-based caching strategy for various amounts of caching capacity in the tree topology. It can be seen that the best results can be achieved with a session acceptance threshold α of 25%. Similar results are obtained for the general topology and for the other performance indicators. Fig. 8 . Impact of the session acceptance threshold α on the session acceptance in the network for the threshold-based caching strategy in the tree topology when all announcements are made without delay and with a total capacity of 5% of the catalog size.
However, it can be seen that for smaller amounts of caching capacity, the performance of the approach with acceptance threshold α = 0% comes closer to the performance with acceptance threshold α = 25%. This behavior can be explained by the semantics of the acceptance threshold. With an acceptance threshold of 0%, all sessions are accepted at the edge nodes, without cascading information in the network. This clearly is a suboptimal situation. However, when for example the acceptance threshold amounts 25%, sessions will only be accepted when at least 25% of the segments of that session are expected to be present in the cache. For small caches, chances strongly decrease that a significant amount of segments will be cached at once when multiple sessions are active in parallel. Therefore, only very few sessions will be accepted inside the network and most of the announcement information will be unused. In this case, better results are achieved by accepting all sessions at the network edge, rather than not accepting them at all.
The impact of the threshold α on the session acceptance in the network is shown in Figure 8 for a caching capacity of 5% of the total content catalog in the tree topology. The results for α = 0% are omitted for visibility reasons, as in this case all sessions are accepted at the edge nodes. As expected, the number of accepted sessions decreases with higher values of α. Furthermore, when α increases, a bigger part of the accepted sessions was accepted in the network core nodes. This can be explained by the fact that core nodes simultaneously perceive requests of multiple edge nodes, such that cached segments can be reused across geographical locations. Similar results are obtained for the general topology.
Given the above analysis, the session acceptance threshold of α = 25% can generally be selected as the best configuration for the threshold-based caching strategy.
B. Influence of the Relative Announcement Delay β
As introduced in Section III, the relative announcement delay parameter β defines at what time in a streaming session of a series episode, the next episode will be announced. Naturally, the value of β serves as a tradeoff. When announcements are made in an early stage (low values of β), the caching network is given a larger future request window, based on which Fig. 9 . Impact of the relative announcement delay β on the relative number of false announcements and its theoretical trend. more accurate decisions can be made. On the other hand, when delaying the announcements (larger values of β), false announcements are avoided given that some streaming sessions will have ended before an announcement was made.
The generated VoD trace contains 44091 sittings for series, in total streaming 102627 episodes. In theory, when all announcements are made immediately, 44091 false announcements will be made when announcing the next episode during the last episode of the sitting (neglecting the situation when the last episode of a season is being watched and no future announcement can be made). Figure 9 shows the number of false announcements, relative to the maximal number of false announcements, for the relative announcement delay β ∈ {0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75}. As expected, the number of false announcements decreases with higher values of β. Furthermore, the number of false announcements clearly follows the theoretical trend that can be calculated based on the session duration model. More specifically, the theoretical number of false announcements for a given value of β is the number of streaming sessions that have not finished after a relative part β of its total duration.
The influence of the relative announcement delay parameter β on the performance of the proposed caching strategies in terms of hit ratio is shown in Figure 10 , using the tree topology and a total caching capacity of 5% of the total catalog size. It can be observed that while the number of false announcements significantly decreases with increasing values of β, better performance is achieved for lower values of β for both the threshold-based and the election-based caching strategies. As shown in Table II , the same influence can be perceived on the average hop count and the average total bandwidth usage. Similar results are obtained in the general topology and for different cache sizes. As the LRU and the reuse time-based strategies do not take into account session announcements, their performance is not influenced by the value of β.
Based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that in the considered scenario, the benefits of the earlier availability of future request information exceed the negative impact of the false announcements for both of the proposed caching strategies. Therefore, the clients are configured to immediately announce an episode of a series once the previous episode is started, i.e., β = 0.0. Fig. 10 . Impact of the relative announcement delay β on the hit ratio of the proposed caching strategies in the tree topology with a total caching capacity of 5% of the catalog size. 
C. Distribution of Accepted Sessions
The cooperation strategy within the caching approach defines how sessions are accepted in the caching network. Figure 11 shows the relative amount of sessions that were accepted in the tree topology for different amounts of caching capacity. As in the threshold-based approach only announced session can be accepted, the acceptance ratio is calculated based on the number of announcements. In contrast, in the election-based strategy, session can be accepted, independent of whether or not they were announced. Therefore, the acceptance ratio is based on the number of announcements and the number of unannounced sessions. As expected, an increasing trend can be observed with the amount of caching capacity for both approaches. However, for the election-based strategy, significantly more sessions are accepted. This difference can be explained by the nature of the communication in both approaches. For the threshold based approach, sessions will only be accepted when at least a local hit ratio of 25% can be expected. In contrast, in the electionbased strategy, sessions can be accepted as soon as a hit can be expected for at least 1 segment of the video.
The cooperation strategy not only influences the session acceptance ratio, but also impacts the distribution of the accepted session across the network. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the accepted sessions for the threshold-based caching strategy across the edge nodes (nodes E1 − E12), the core nodes C2 − C5 and the root node C1 of the tree topology. It can be seen that for small amounts of caching capacity, the majority of the accepted sessions are accepted deep in the tree network. Given the threshold of α = 25%, most announcements are cascaded in the edge nodes. In the core nodes, however, caching space can be shared between sessions streaming the same content from different geographical locations. In this way, more sessions can reach the acceptance threshold in the core nodes and at the root node. When the capacity increases, more sessions are accepted directly at the edge nodes as the number of segments from a single video that can be cached grows. Relatively less announcements are cascaded all the way to the root of the tree network, decreasing the relative amount of sessions that are accepted there. However, most of the accepted sessions are still accepted at the core nodes or at the root of the tree.
The distribution of accepted sessions in the tree network for the election-based caching strategy is shown in Figure 13 . Compared to the threshold-based strategy, accepted sessions are more evenly distributed across the network for small amounts of caching capacity. When the caching capacity increases, more locally popular content can be cached in the edge nodes, increasing the relative amount of accepted sessions at the edge nodes. However, when the caching capacity increases, relatively more sessions are accepted in the root of the tree network as well. All sessions cross the root C1 of the tree network, which thus has knowledge about all active requests in the network. Caching globally popular content in the root of the network can increase local hits for sessions originating from multiple locations. Therefore, the expected gain for globally popular content is the highest in the root node. As the capacity increases, the estimated hit loss decreases, resulting in more sessions accepted in the root node. 
D. Performance Comparison
Finally, the performance of the proposed approaches can be compared to the LRU approach and a purely reuse time-based approach. For the threshold-based approach, based on the analysis in Section VI-A, the session acceptance threshold was set to α = 25%. The client messaging behavior was configured to immediately send out announcements for subsequent episodes (β = 0.0), based on the results of Section VI-B.
1) Tree Topology: Figure 14 provides a comparison in terms of hit ratio between the proposed approaches and the reference approaches in the tree topology. It can be seen that both proposed approaches significantly outperform the state-of-theart for each of the evaluated caching capacities. However, the performance gain compared to the reuse time-based approach increases for larger capacities. When more caching capacity is available, the proposed strategies can benefit more from the available session announcements. However, it can be seen that the performance increase compared to the LRU approach decreases for larger capacities, even for the purely reuse timebased approach. This demonstrates that the advantage of taking into account the temporal structure in the video is stronger for smaller caches. Comparing the threshold-based approach to the election-based approach shows that the advanced level of coordination in the caching network yields a constant performance increase, independent of the leased capacity.
The performance in terms of hit ratio, average hop count and average total bandwidth usage inside the tree network is summarized in Table III . It can be seen that when the caching capacity amounts to 5% of the content catalog, using the election-based coordination can relatively increase the hit ratio with 10% while using 3% less bandwidth by bringing the content 3% closer to the end user on average, compared to the threshold-based coordination. The proposed approach results in a hit ratio increase of 20% compared to the state-of-theart while using 4% less bandwidth. Compared to the LRU approach, the performance increase amounts to 157%, 14% and 14% in terms of hit ratio, average hop count and average total bandwidth usage respectively.
2) General Topology: As can be seen in Figure 15 , similar results can be obtained in the general GÉANT-based topology as in the tree topology, showing the general applicability of our proposed approach. However, it can be seen that each of the evaluated approaches yield better performance in the tree topology. This can be addressed to the hierarchical structure in the tree topology. As each node in the tree has an aggregated view of the streaming sessions in its child nodes, the same caching capacity can be used more efficiently compared to the general topology, lacking any hierarchical structure. Furthermore, the fact that the caching capacity is distributed across a higher number of nodes in the GÉANT-based topology compared to the tree topology results in lower absolute cache sizes, negatively influencing the hit ratio for all of the considered approaches. Table IV shows the performance in terms of the different performance metric for the general topology. It can be seen that in a scenario where the total caching capacity amounts to 5% of the content catalog, the election-based approach outperforms the threshold-based approach with 13%, 2% and 2% in terms of hit ratio, average hop count and average total bandwidth usage respectively. Compared to the state-of-the-art, the proposed approach results in a hit ratio increase of 22% while using 3% less bandwidth by bringing the content 4% closer to the end user on average.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two cooperative announcement-based caching strategies for Video-on-Demand (VoD) systems were presented. These strategies not only take into account the temporal structure of videos, but also take advantage of the phenomenon of binge watching where users watch multiple consecutive episodes of the same TV show. This allows a significant part of the streaming sessions to be announced in advance of the actual playout. While both of the proposed approaches apply a reuse time-based replacement strategy, they fundamentally differ in the coordination process inside the caching network. Both approaches have been thoroughly evaluated using a VoD request trace in two network topologies with different characteristics and with different amounts of caching capacity, showing the general applicability of the proposed approach. It was shown that the proposed approach, applying an electionbased coordination strategy, can outperform the state-of-the-art with more than 20% in terms of cache hit ratio in a realistic scenario, while simultaneously using 4% less network bandwidth.
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